2013 Showalter Political Involvement Program
Innovation Award Winners Named

The 2013 Showalter Innovation Award winners, l to r: Ryan Fitzpatrick, Associate Manager, U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, Lewis Muller, Director, Political Affairs and Federation Relations, U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
Brian Rubenstein, Associate Director, Online Advocacy, American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network, and
Leslie Nolen, Director, Grassroots Initiatives, American Society of Civil Engineers.

The winners of the 2013 Showalter Political Involvement Program Innovation Award
were announced in December in Charleston, South Carolina at the Innovate to
Motivate® conference. Innovate to Motivate® (I2M) was founded in 2001 to provide
advanced training curriculum for experienced grassroots, PAC, and lobbying
professionals.
The award was voted on by the 2012 Showalter Innovation award winners, Erik
Rosedahl, Vice President of Issue Advocacy and Political Action, National Association
of Manufacturers, Carol Phillips, Grassroots Manager, Nationwide Insurance, and the
I2M 2013 Chairperson, Sue Pechilio Polis, Director of External Affairs, Trust for
America’s Health.
First Place – U.S. Chamber of Commerce Free Enterprise Network (FEN)
The Free Enterprise Network (FEN) is a member benefit program focused on engaging
U.S. Chamber members (corporations, small businesses, trade associations, and
state/local chambers) in the legislative and political process. This is accomplished
through providing their members with over ten online advocacy resources, including
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lawmaker communication tools, customer relationship management databases, email
blast functionality, legislative tracking, survey and voting scorecard builders, and
analytics resources.
Most important, the service is free to U.S. Chamber members. “This is a great tool for
member retention and most important, it allows the chamber’s small business and
chambers of commerce to make an impact, because they likely can’t afford these tools
on their own. I’m sure creation of this tool created higher levels of trust and respect
among their members,” said Judge Carol Phillips. Erik Rosedahl of the National
Association of Manufacturers added, “The fact that this is free for all members is what’s
novel. The tools are quite easy to use. It’s a game changer for business advocacy.”
Second Place – American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network (ACS CAN)
ACS CAN developed a highly engaging interactive digital platform for cancer survivors
to share their stories with state and federal lawmakers. They asked stakeholders to call
a toll free number and leave a brief voicemail message sharing how cancer research
helped them or someone they love. The voice recorded stories and photos were then
uploaded to a wall that included the stakeholders for city and state.
This allowed the ACS CAN team to easily show members of Congress how people from
their own districts are affected by cancer and the need for research dollars. Over 1,000
voice mail stories and over 200 photos were collected. The final wall received over
16,000 views.
Judge and I2M Chairperson Sue Pechilio Polis appreciated the ease that the tool
created for grassroots volunteers. “This is an innovative way to tell stories and makes it
easy for advocates to communicate with their members of Congress. Further, members
of Congress are able to see and hear from their constituents in a straight forward way,
and this can be used for a variety of purposes. I think it is a very engaging way to carry
your message and it is replicable by many organizations.”
Third Place – American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Infrastructure Report
Card App
The American Society of Civil Engineers periodically publishes a Report Card for
American’s Infrastructure which grades the status of America’s infrastructure. In order
to create more exposure for the award, the ASCE created an app which allowed
members of Congress, their staff, opinion leaders and the media to more quickly access
the Report Card.
Different than a single purpose app or an electronic book, ASCE we focused on making
the content visual, adding interactive maps, and prioritizing videos and info graphics to
tell their story. The app includes six short videos, two animated info graphics, five
infrastructure category info graphics, 50 state info graphics, interactive maps, and
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hundreds of photos. The app is available to download for free on tablets and a
streamlined version is also available for smart phones. We also have the full app
content available to launch from the mobile website, www.infrastructurereportcard.org.
As of mid-November, there were almost over 100,000 views of the app among the
versions available. To put this number in context, ASCE printed roughly 6,000 copies of
the full 2009 Report Card for America’s Infrastructure.
“This is a fantastic site, and a tool that other associations should incorporate in their tool
kit. Plus, obtaining 100,000 views vs. printing 6,000 hard copies is impressive, and is a
tangible metric,” observed judge Erik Rosedahl.

About the Showalter Political Involvement Program Innovation Award
The Showalter Innovation Award was established in 2000 by Peter Kennerdell and Amy
Showalter www.showaltergroup.com to recognize innovation in the grassroots and PAC
professions. Previous winners include companies like Pfizer, International Paper, and
Southwest Airlines, and non-profits like the Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids and the
American Heart Association.
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